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Figure 1: We present Tesseract, a novel Worlds-in-Miniature-based VR system that allows users to search through space and 
time in spatial design recordings. Users can form queries using the Search Cube interface (A). Queries are retrieved as spatial 
clips (B) that users can preview or re-watch in 1:1 scale. Tesseract provides four querying tools to enable searching spatial design 
recordings. Users can manipulate objects into the search cube to perform object search (C) or defne the behavior of recorded 
people such as their proximity to objects through proximity search (D), their viewpoints through viewpoint search (E), or their 
speech through voice search (F) to retrieve interesting moments related to design activities. 

ABSTRACT 
New immersive 3D design tools enable the creation of spatial de-
sign recordings, capturing collaborative design activities. By review-
ing captured spatial design sessions, which include user activities, 
workfows, and tool use, users can refect on their own design 
processes, learn new workfows, and understand others’ design 
rationale. However, fnding interesting moments in design activ-
ities can be challenging: they contain multimodal data (such as 
user motion and logged events) occurring over time which can be 
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difcult to specify when searching, and are typically distributed 
over many sessions or recordings. We present Tesseract, a Worlds-
in-Miniature-based system to expressively query VR spatial design 
recordings. Tesseract consists of the Search Cube interface acting 
as a centralized stage-to-search container, and four querying tools 
for specifying multimodal data to enable users to fnd interesting 
moments in past design activities. We studied ten participants who 
used Tesseract and found support for our miniature-based stage-to-
search approach. 
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• Human-centered computing → Interaction techniques; In-
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Designers often review their work or the work of others during 
the design process [41]. For example, architects review building 
designs before construction to ensure all stakeholders have their 
requirements satisfed. Designers may review work for diferent 
purposes—for example they may refect on their design process 
while working on or after completing a design [61]. They may want 
to understand how another designer achieved a specifc result by 
seeing their workfow. Or, they may encounter a design and wish to 
understand the design rationale behind certain decisions; in interior 
design, this ranges from objective decisions about where to place 
appliances based on guidelines [51] to stylistic choices. 

Prior work has explored ways to support designers across stages 
of the design process in 2D recordings that contain data such as 
voice, text, screenshots, and command histories. For instance, Think-
Aloud Computing enables the refection of others’ work sessions 
when programming [38], Chronicle supports the playback of doc-
ument workfow histories [24], and Winder helps reason about 
design decisions made by team members working asynchronously 
on visual documents [35]. 

With the advent of virtual reality (VR) tools aimed at collabora-
tive spatial design (e.g., The Wild [70] and Arkio [2]), spatial design 
recordings or 3D recordings are now possible to create and use in 
the design process. Spatial design recordings are spatial recordings 
that contain information about past spatial design activities. For 
instance, Nvidia recently released VR Capture and Replay (VCR) 
that accurately captures and replays VR sessions for supporting 
design reviews and troubleshooting [52]. Spatial design record-
ings contain design activities that are multimodal, take place over 
time, and typically occur over multiple sessions. However, tools for 
searching these recordings are limited. Prior work has mostly pro-
posed solutions for navigating spatial recordings individually rather 
than searching through databases of spatial design recordings; for 
instance, selecting previously logged events on a timeline to re-
watch them [10, 68] or directly manipulating scene objects—moving 
them around or toggling their states—to navigate to moments of 
change [40]. 

Despite the potential of spatial design recordings as design aids, 
fnding moments of interest can be challenging for many reasons. 
Spatial design recordings contain multimodal data about people and 
their design activities in 3D which occur over time, including but not 
limited to their motion, gaze, gesture [37], interactions with objects, 
and conversation. Prior work on multimodal retrieval focuses on 
the 2D representation of data [34, 65], such as combining text and 
image to retrieve items from a multimedia database with videos and 
images [65]. However, it is unclear how users can search spatial 
design recordings that contain multimodal spatiotemporal data 
to fnd interesting moments. Further, design activities often take 
place over multiple sessions captured across multiple recordings. 

However, today’s tools focus on navigating single recordings rather 
than searching across many recordings. 

Given the limited support for searching through spatial design 
recordings, we aim to close this gap through Tesseract, a novel 
Worlds-in-Miniature (WiM)-based system. Tesseract can support 
designers to search spatial design recordings to fnd moments of 
interest for diferent purposes such as refecting on previous designs, 
learning new workfows, and uncovering design rationale. Tesseract 
consists of a centralized WiM-based stage-to-search container, called 
the search cube. The Search Cube interface (a 3D analog to today’s 
2D search box) lets users stage queries through four querying tools 
designed to search multimodal data found in spatial design record-
ings. Users can stage queries by directly manipulating objects into 
the search cube and defning geometric relationships between them 
using object search. Users can also defne the spatial behavior of 
recorded people by manipulating their position, movement, and 
what they are looking at through proximity search and viewpoint 
search, and can retrieve conversations and logged interaction events 
with voice search. 

We asked 10 participants to use Tesseract to understand whether 
the Search Cube interface and querying tools can be used to retrieve 
past design activities found in spatial design recordings, contextual-
ized in the domain of interior design. Participants used Tesseract’s 
Search Cube interface and querying tools to fnd target clips in past 
recordings. Participants were able to use Tesseract to express their 
search intent and retrieve past design activities, which highlights 
the potential of our WiM-based stage-to-search querying approach. 
This work advances the state-of-the-art in spatial querying and 
makes the following contributions: 

• Tesseract, a novel system consisting of a Worlds-in-Miniature 
(WiM)-based Search Cube interface to support searching spa-
tial design recordings, 

• A set of querying tools accessible through Tesseract and the 
Search Cube interface that enable the retrieval of multimodal 
data embedded in spatial design recordings, and 

• Findings from a preliminary user evaluation that highlight 
usage patterns that participants demonstrated to express 
their search intent and opportunities for designing future 
querying tools. 

2 RELATED WORK 
We begin by breaking down the categories of spatial recordings to 
situate Tesseract as a system for searching spatial design recordings. 
Next, we summarize prior art aimed at supporting the design pro-
cess in 2D and 3D recordings which inspired the design of Tesseract. 
Finally, we categorize prior techniques for querying 3D data which 
helped us identify miniature-based stage-to-search as a querying 
metaphor to search spatial design recordings. 

2.1 Spatial Recordings 
Spatial recordings can be organized into three categories: reality 
capture, mixed reality capture, and virtual capture. Reality capture 
records what happens in the real-world using sensors (such as cam-
eras). Examples include motion capture used in video games and 
flm making [67], skeleton data for AR-based physical activity train-
ing [1, 11] or to understand social interactions [39], and recently, 
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3D volumetric capture such as of sports [63]. Mixed reality capture 
records what happens in the real-world along with in-application 
events, device interactions, or virtual augmentations. Recent tools 
such as DistanciAR [69] enable remote authoring of real-world 
experiences where local environments can be captured by a user 
and augmented with physical objects by remote users (such as for 
interior design). Similarly, ScalAR supports the adaptation of virtual 
layout designs to varying physical environments [58]. Lastly, vir-
tual capture involves the capture of virtual environments where one 
or more users interact. This can include recordings of video game 
sessions [18], VR user studies [42] and design activities [10]. Re-
cently, tools supporting spatial design have gained popularity, such 
as for architecture, engineering, and construction [2, 70] and for 
general design activities (such as Nvidia’s VCR) [52]. In this work, 
we focus on virtual capture; specifcally, through Tesseract, we tar-
get the querying of spatial design recordings where one or many 
recorded persons interact with and modify virtual environments 
while engaged in design activities. 

2.2 Temporal Navigation of 2D and 3D 
Recordings 

Researchers have proposed tools and techniques to navigate 2D 
and 3D recordings which may contain design history from many 
sources such as screen capture, audio, and command histories. For 
2D recordings, systems such as DocWizards provide a new way to 
explore documentation by guiding an unfamiliar user through a 
previously recorded procedure [3]. ExperiScope lets designers and 
experimenters revisit user evaluations of interaction techniques 
with visual traces to assist understanding user patterns [25]. Chron-
icle captures document workfow histories in a painting application 
to enable applications such as understanding how a recorded user 
achieved a particular visual outcome [24]. Winder supports asyn-
chronous collaboration on visual documents through linked tapes 
to support understanding design rationale [35]. 

For 3D recordings, Skeletonographer provides an annotation 
tool to quickly browse human movement data [39]. MIRIA [8] and 
MRAT [50] provide approaches to browse recorded data both in-
situ and externally (e.g., on 2D screens in MRAT). ReLive combines 
an immersive analytics VR view with a non-immersive desktop 
view to aid the analysis of mixed reality studies [28]. For virtual 
capture containing annotated data, individual recordings can be 
re-watched asynchronously [10] or in a synchronous, shared man-
ner [68]. Other interfaces allow users to understand human motion 
in VR by automatically extracting temporal points of interest [36], 
or directly manipulate scene objects to navigate to particular mo-
ments within the same recording [40]. AsyncReality explores how 
to record and playback real-world events that take place when a 
user is occupied in virtual reality by preserving causality [14]. 

Our work shares the same motivation of supporting users to 
replay design recordings to understand design rationale [35] or 
attempt to learn new workfows [24]. However, we emphasize 
that searching is a diferent task from navigating the timelines 
of recordings. Temporal navigation techniques such as direct ma-
nipulation [40] enable users to browse and quickly replay a single 
recording to fnd interesting moments when objects move around 
or a change is tracked, while searching such as with Tesseract 

supports users to retrieve a clip that contains the design activity 
of interest from many spatial recordings. Once a clip is retrieved, 
users can use existing and familiar timeline navigation techniques 
to quickly re-watch the clip. While various timeline navigation 
techniques have been proposed to browse individual 2D and 3D 
spatial recordings, it is unclear how users can search through spatial 
recordings to retrieve moments of interest. Our work aims to bridge 
this gap with a focus on querying spatial design recordings that 
capture collaborative design activities. 

2.3 Interaction Techniques to Search 3D Data 
Signifcant prior work has explored querying 3D data with diferent 
input modalities, including text-to-search, sketch-to-search, and 
stage-to-search. Text is well-established for searching static 3D 
databases. Researchers have proposed matching search phrases 
to pre-populated properties of models for retrieval [17]. Other ap-
proaches enhance the tagging process by re-using tags of geometri-
cally similar models to populate untagged models [21]. Despite the 
popularity of text as a search modality, it is hard to specify the rich 
details that 3D models typically contain. This has led to a number 
of alternative input modalities to search and retrieve 3D data. 

Visual search is a well explored mechanism for querying 3D data; 
for instance through a visual querying language [4] or sketch-based 
search. Early interfaces utilized 3D sketch tools [17, 29] as well as 
pixel-based programs to re-project target models into 2D space to 
make comparisons [57]. More sophisticated data-driven computer 
vision approaches have recently gained popularity [13, 43, 73], of 
which some target VR use [19, 44]. EagleView introduced a visual-
query interface that lets users directly manipulate a video stream to 
perform queries on the underlying spatial data [6]. In the physical 
world, data miming utilizes user gestures to describe and retrieve 
3D objects from a database [27]. Visual stimulus such as provid-
ing images [22, 23] or 3D models has also been proposed to fnd 
similar 3D models [7, 53]. There have also been attempts at com-
bining search modalities for retrieval; for instance, ShapeFindAR 
lets users combine in-situ AR sketches with textual queries to fnd 
3D models [64]. 

Though the above techniques enhance user expressivity in query-
ing, they are designed to fnd individual static 3D assets such as 
3D models. On the other hand, stage-to-search lets users describe 
layouts of 3D objects to search scene databases to fnd similar 
scenes [16], provide new layout recommendations [45], produce 
previously unseen but plausible scenes [15], or simply fnd objects 
in a large virtual scene [56]. In these systems, stage-to-search in-
creases the user’s expressive capabilities since they can visually 
specify all the objects in the scene and their relationships to each 
other to form layouts. 

For spatiotemporal data, prior work has investigated techniques 
to enable explorations of large parameterized design spaces; for 
instance, generating sample animation sequences and allowing 
users to interactively explore possibilities for visual efects design 
through selection [5]. More recently, Unifed Many-Worlds Brows-
ing enables users to defne and drag spatiotemporal queries to fnd 
interesting scenarios in ensembles of physics-based phenomena 
such as for animating [20]. Lastly, recent work has also proposed 
methods to get user feedback on proposed designs to learn design 
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adjectives or models of user intent [62] which has been shown to 
be efective across many domains in 2D and 3D design. 

Spatial design recordings difer from prior static 3D data due to 
the addition of a time dimension. Further, they contain combina-
tions of diferent data types. Beyond 3D objects, they also contain 
recorded users and their design activities including their conversa-
tions. Hence, recent techniques for exploring large parameterized 
design spaces containing spatiotemporal data such as by selecting 
relevant results [5] or dragging a query box [20] may not be suf-
cient to represent what designers may be doing in these recordings. 
Conceptually, our work is closest to the techniques that support 
stage-to-search in a static 3D scene. Applying existing 3D static 
search techniques [16, 56] to search spatial design recordings would 
only retrieve a single “frame” and would not support searching for 
a sequence of frames, making it difcult to search for activities 
such as designers’ locomotion or conversation. In this work, we 
extend stage-to-search to support multimodal querying of spatial 
design recordings across frames. We introduce querying tools that 
let users specify their search intent surrounding multimodal data 
embedded in these recordings. 

2.4 Container-based 3D interactions 
Prior work has explored Worlds-in-Miniatures (WiMs) [12, 55] to 
support interactions in virtual environments. They have been used 
to support visual comparisons of large-scale data [49] and to per-
form data analysis [26]. WiMs have also been used for wayfnding 
in static 3D layouts [48], and recently to locate objects within the 
same scene [56]. Spacetime proposed using WiMs as containers 
to collaboratively edit 3D scenes as well as navigate a container’s 
history by scrubbing its timeline to replay the recording [71] . This 
is akin to a standard video navigation technique but does not allow 
for searching within the container or across containers. In contrast 
to prior work that has applied containers for scene editing and the 
navigation of recordings, we propose to use WiMs as a centralized 
input canvas for users to express their search input via stage-to-
search to retrieve interesting moments in spatial design recordings. 
Once a moment is retrieved as a spatial clip, users can play it back 
similarly to existing WiM-based playback techniques [71]. 

3 UNIQUE CHALLENGES OF QUERYING 
SPATIAL DESIGN RECORDINGS 

Spatial design recordings contain 3D information about past spatial 
design activities. Designers’ activities are complex in that they: (1) 
typically contain multimodal data, (2) occur over multiple frames, 
and (3) are often long and recorded over multiple sessions. An 
example is creating an interior design layout for a client which 
takes place over multiple meetings to review and refne the design. 
Existing search techniques designed for searching 3D models and 
static 3D scenes [16, 56] do not support searching across multiple 
frames. On the other hand, existing timeline navigation techniques 
for spatial recordings can support scrubbing or jumping across 
multiple frames [40, 71] but do not support searching multimodal 
data and users are restricted to browsing one recording at a time. 
Hence, the challenge of querying spatial design recordings lies in 
the lack of support for users to express their search intent to retrieve 
moments that consist of multimodal data across multiple frames 

in multiple sessions of recordings. Our work aims to fll this gap 
through an understanding of the unique aspects of spatial design 
recordings. 

The multimodal data in spatial design recordings can be catego-
rized into three components: objects, people, and interactions. Objects 
can include but are not limited to 3D models, materials, textures, 
colors, animations, and entire scenes. As designers compose a new 
design, they manipulate objects and their properties, creating ver-
sions of the design at each moment which can be recorded and later 
retrieved through querying. Since spatial design recordings record 
people as they engage in the design process, their activities can also 
be captured and retrieved [52]. Activities are recorded across frames, 
including how people move around the virtual environment, what 
they are looking at, and verbal dialogue with themselves in a think-
aloud fashion or in conversation with other people. Lastly, as spatial 
design recordings are typically created in feature-rich applications 
that include tools for manipulating objects [2, 70] (e.g., when a 
3D model is moved around or when the distance between models 
is measured), these interactions can be logged and retrieved. Each 
frame of the spatial design recording contains rich, multimodal data; 
for instance, a user could be speaking while manipulating objects 
in the space. Hence, this data must be searchable. More importantly, 
designers’ activities occur over time and contain temporal data so 
an additional challenge is enabling users to express complex queries 
that span across frames. Through an understanding of the unique 
challenges of searching spatial design recordings, we developed the 
following design goals to guide the design of Tesseract. 

DG1. Provide a Centralized Space to Form Queries: The con-
ventional 2D text-based search bar provides a unifed interface with 
which users can query data of diferent types. We want to leverage 
the 2D search interaction model users are already familiar with 
by providing a centralized space to form spatial queries to fnd 
moments in spatial design recordings. In addition, the centralized 
space to form queries must be accessible without removing users 
from their current design activities. 

DG2. Provide Expressive Querying Tools to Convey Search 
Intent: Spatial design recordings contain spatial and temporal data. 
However, traditional search modalities such as text do not aford 
the expressivity needed to query such data. We aim to provide users 
with querying tools that let them convey their search intent across 
space and time through the centralized search space. Additionally, 
users may wish to query recordings for various purposes. They may 
wish to refect on a training or collaborative session with another 
designer post-hoc, may discover a brilliant aesthetic in a design 
and wish to reproduce it, or may want to understand why certain 
decisions were taken when seeing the fnal rendition of a design. 
Hence the querying tools must allow users to express complex 
queries to reveal these moments. 

DG3. Support the Retrieval of Moments with Diferent Data 
Types: Since data from spatial design recordings consist of objects, 
people, and interactions, the proposed querying tools must provide 
an adequate mapping between the user’s search intent and the 
underlying data to be retrieved; for instance, objects can be part of 
design activities but how they are arranged to form a layout is also 
of signifcance. 
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Figure 2: The conceptual idea behind the search cube and proposed querying tools: (1) Object search lets users specify layouts 
of objects and their relationships to one another; (2) Proximity search lets users specify the proximity of recorded people to 
objects; (3) Viewpoint search lets users defne what recorded people looked at in an instant or over time; (4) Voice search lets users 
describe logged interaction events from activities by recorded people in the design software or dialogue from conversations that 
occurred at points during the recording. 

4 TESSERACT SYSTEM 
To provide a centralized space for querying (DG1), we propose the 
Search Cube interface, which leverages Worlds-in-Miniature (WiM) 
to enable users to stage spatial queries. We chose WiMs for two rea-
sons. First, they ofer a centralized canvas for users to stage a query 
containing diferent types of data whilst providing an overview 
of what has been staged. Second, WiMs have been shown to be 
more efcient for interacting with objects in mixed reality [33]. For 
these reasons, WiMs are becoming increasingly popular and have 
been implemented in recent VR design applications [2, 70]. With a 
WiM-based search cube, users can specify the type of data (objects, 
people, and interactions) they wish to include in a query. They can 
add and manipulate objects, defne the activities of recorded people 
such as how they moved around the space, the objects they looked 
at or that were near them, and the dialogue between them and other 
recorded people (Figure 2). 

To support the increased expressivity of user search intent when 
forming queries (DG2), we designed four querying tools: object 
search, proximity search, viewpoint search, and voice search. The 
querying tools were designed to support searching the components 
of data found in spatial design recordings. Each technique is de-
signed to map the user’s search intent to the underlying data in 
spatial design recordings (DG3). Object search supports fnding ob-
jects. Proximity search enables fnding people and their interactions 
with objects near them. Viewpoint search supports describing the 
objects a recorded person sees in their feld of view. Voice search sup-
ports retrieving moments with dialogue occurring in think-aloud 

sessions or conversations between people, and logged events based 
on their interactions with tools part of the design software. The 
querying tools are described below (more implementation details 
can be found in the supplementary materials): 

Object search allows users to add and manipulate objects into 
the search cube to defne relative layouts (Figure 2) that might exist 
in previous recordings. Each object becomes a part of the query 
through its presence in the search cube. By selecting an object, the 
user can toggle its weight through: presence, prioritize, and non-
presence (or exclusion) in the query (Figure 2.1). When multiple 
objects are inside the search cube, Tesseract detects two object-
object relationships automatically: next-to and across-from (dashed 
and solid lines in Figure 2.1). These are defned based on the forward 
directions of objects. Tesseract uses relative positions rather than 
the absolute positions of objects to search for similar layouts ag-
nostic of the foor-plans present in the recordings. Objects next-to 
each other are within a distance threshold whereas objects across-
from face each other. When searching for a relevant moment, some 
object weights (presence and prioritize) and all object-object rela-
tionships receive a score of one if found or satisfed while some 
object weights (non-presence and prioritize) receive a score of neg-
ative one when found or not satisfed respectively. Summing the 
scores across objects and normalizing them yields a similarity score 
between 0 to 1 which is used to determine the closest matching 
moment. 

Proximity search lets users defne the location of recorded peo-
ple in proximity to specifc objects they may be interacting with 
or visually examining such as when designing for accessibility and 
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support spaces [51]. A resizable selection disk represents the area 
around a recorded person (Figure 2.2) in proximity to nearby ob-
jects. Users can manipulate the disk to defne the recorded person’s 
location. They can also resize the disk to include more or fewer 
objects next to the person. To compute a similarity score, Tesseract 
considers the number of objects in proximity of the disk. The simi-
larity score is the fraction of the number of objects within the disk 
found at a given moment in a recording divided by the total number 
of objects within the disk in the search cube. Proximity search can 
also be used to specify an absolute location within a room that the 
recorded person was in (regardless of the objects and the layouts 
in the room). To access this, users can replace the generic search 
cube with a specifc 3D layout. Then, the selection disk lets the 
user specify absolute locations. For absolute location, the similarity 
score is determined by comparing the recorded person’s location in 
the search cube (denoted by the disk) to the location data of people 
in past recordings. When there are multiple recorded persons, the 
person with the highest similarity score is used. 

Viewpoint search supports querying by letting users defne 
recorded viewpoints or areas that a recorded person may have been 
looking at, either while stationary or moving around. A recorded 
viewpoint acts as a proxy for a recorded person (Figure 2.3). The 
viewpoint’s position and orientation can be manipulated to flter 
which objects are visible. To defne a sequence of viewpoints that a 
recorded person demonstrated, frames in time can be used. When 
multiple recorded people are present, users can add more recorded 
viewpoints representing diferent people. Each recorded viewpoint 
(person) has their own trajectory defned using individual frames. 

Tesseract considers the objects visible from a recorded view-
point to compute a similarity score. The simulated viewpoint of 
a recorded person is generated by placing a virtual camera at the 
recorded person’s position in the recording to determine which 
objects were visible in its viewing frustum. The similarity score is 
the ratio of the number of objects in the recorded person’s view-
point divided by the number of objects with the same tags visible 
from the placed recorded viewpoint in the search cube. When there 
are multiple frames, Tesseract seeks a sequence of movements 
of a recorded person with the best normalized sum score. When 
there are multiple recorded people, Tesseract fnds the best normal-
ized sum by enumerating the possible combinations between the 
recorded viewpoints and persons in the recordings. 

Voice search enables users to fnd events logged (Figure 2.4) 
when recorded people interact with the design software and objects 
in the virtual environment (such as by adding or deleting 3D mod-
els). It also supports fnding conversations or think-aloud dialogue 
recorded by designers [38]. Tesseract records the user’s utterances, 
with the last uttered phrase becoming the input to the query. For 
event-based search, keywords from the uttered phrase are matched 
with logged events (such as add-object). Conversation-based search 
is performed by converting the search phrase and all conversation 
dialogue in the recording into sentence embeddings through the 
a transformer-based model [60]. Cosine similarity is used to fnd 
the closest matching recorded dialogue. Tesseract performs event-
based and conversation-based search simultaneously, returning the 
maximum of the two scores. 

Users can combine querying tools to perform more complex 
queries. When combined, the similarity score is an average of the 

score computed from individual querying tools. For example, users 
can place and arrange objects to form a particular layout. Then, 
they can use voice search to fnd dialogue between two designers 
as the layout was being created. When querying, the combination 
of object and voice search considers the layout, logged events, and 
conversation, returning an average of object search and voice search. 
Proximity search and viewpoint search require objects to be included 
in the search cube. Hence, using them will inherently incorporate 
object weights and relationships, producing an average of the two 
similarity scores. Combining querying tools can increase the user’s 
expressive capability which is one of our design goals (DG2). 

5 EXAMPLE QUERYING SCENARIOS 
We present three example scenarios to demonstrate how Tesseract 
can support users to fnd moments of interest in previously cap-
tured design activities. The examples are adapted from scenarios 
identifed in Chronicle which investigated the capture, exploration 
and playback of document workfow histories [24]. The examples 
are grounded in an interior design context, a popular use case for 
today’s VR collaborative design tools [2, 70]. 

5.1 Team Support for Understanding Design 
Rationale 

Tesseract can help team members uncover design rationale embed-
ded in asynchronously performed design activities. Philip is a junior 
designer who just graduated design school and joined an interior 
design frm. He is assigned to a kitchen renovation project led by 
Alice, a senior designer. Alice has already partially designed the 
new kitchen following some design rationale. Her design process 
was captured using the frm’s VR collaborative design software 
through many recorded sessions. Alice is re-assigned to a diferent 
more time-sensitive project so Philip is tasked with completing it. 
Although Philip learned about kitchen guidelines in school [51], he 
lacks hands-on experience so any modifcations he makes could 
disrupt the harmony of Alice’s design. Alice can explain high-level 
design goals to Philip, but it is not practical to explain each design 
decision she has already taken. Philip decides to replay the recorded 
sessions to understand her design process. However, watching all 
of Alice’s recordings would also be inefcient. Instead, Philip uses 
Tesseract to stage part of her current design into the search cube 
with object search (Figure 3A, left). Doing so preserves the relative 
locations of the objects and their relationships. To reveal moments 
where she was modifying the design, Philip combines this with 
voice search to vocalize, “When is the door moved?”. Upon asking, 
this query reveals a clip with the frst moment where Alice is think-
ing aloud and has just moved the door to the corner to reduce foot 
trafc around the kitchen’s center (Figure 3A, middle). Learning this 
design rationale, Philip frees up additional space by removing the 
current island stovetop in the center and adds a new stovetop away 
from the island to further reduce congestion. Since he is also able 
to see the diferent aesthetic choices Alice has experimented with, 
he understands the style she is attempting. He adds white marble 
countertops and paints the island a darker color to add contrast, 
creating a modern aesthetic that matches Alice’s existing design 
(Figure 3A, right). In the next meeting, the client is impressed with 
the redesign and approves it. 
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Figure 3: Tesseract can support fnding moments of interest in previously captured design activities across a range of scenarios. 
These can include: (A) Team support for understanding design rationale; (B) Refecting on Designs; (C) Learning New Workfows. 

5.2 Refecting on Designs 
Tesseract can help users refect on their designs or others’ designs. 
Rahul, an experienced interior designer, is tasked with training a 
group of newly hired designers. As part of the onboarding process, 
each designer has been asked to create a kitchen design following 
interior design guidelines and best practices. In addition to sub-
mitting their fnal designs, they also record their design process 
in VR as spatial design recordings. Rahul reviews the submitted 
work and fnds problems in some of the designs. He wants to use 
the recordings to pinpoint what caused the problems, but given 
his busy schedule, it is impossible for him to review every detail. 
Instead, Rahul uses his knowledge of best practices to craft queries 
to identify mistakes in all the submitted designs simultaneously 
through Tesseract. For example, he places the stovetop and refriger-
ator side-by-side in the search cube using object search, creating an 
interior design anti-pattern, and fnds a few beautiful designs that 
have prioritized aesthetic without considering function (Figure 3B, 
left). He then adds a small island counter and seating, and places a 

recorded person using proximity search to identify design activities 
that assessed whether adequate counter space is provided to sup-
port seating as per the NKBA guidelines [51] (Figure 3B, middle). 
Since best practices suggest that the designer take measurements 
to ensure adequate support space and validate accessibility require-
ments, Rahul expects the trainees to have been in the approximate 
area of the counters at some moment during the recording. Upon 
querying, the results reveal similar moments from all the submitted 
spatial design recordings. Rahul is able to individually inspect each 
design with these issues by jumping into the resulting spatial clip 
in 1:1 scale and providing comments (Figure 3B, right). Later, the 
designers see Rahul’s personalized feedback on their designs and 
refne their design processes accordingly. 

5.3 Learning New Workfows 
Tesseract can be used to learn design workfows. Juanita is an inte-
rior designer returning to a renowned frm after a stint in a diferent 
industry. Although she brings signifcant design experience, design 
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Figure 4: Tesseract system overview - (Left) Search Cube interface: (1) Object search where relationships can be specifed 
manually through a menu or detected automatically (pink line denotes objects across from each other), (2) Proximity search 
where a selection disk is a proxy for recorded people and their proximity to objects, (3) Viewpoint search where each recorded 
viewpoint act as a proxy for a recorded person at some time (or over time through frames as the top UI shows), (4) Voice search 
where logged events or past conversation can be retrieved; (Middle) User queries are compared to a recordings database and 
possibly (5) sentence embeddings (for conversational voice search) to generate a similarity score; (Right) Top results (sorted by 
the time at which they appear in the recording) are populated as (6) spatial clips that appear around the Search Cube interface 
and can be watched or jumped into to reveal them in 1:1 scale. The toolbar below the search cube lets the user switch between 
clips on the same page, reveal new pages of clips, hide the clips, and clear the search cube. 

trends change rapidly, with styles gaining and losing favor. She frst 
refreshes her memory by creating a few simple living room designs 
with the new VR spatial design software used at the frm. There 
are many well known designers at her frm who specialize in dif-
ferent design aesthetics (including modern, coastal, Scandinavian, 
and Asian Zen). Their workfows for achieving renditions of their 
specialized styles are captured as spatial design recordings inside 
the software. After refreshing her skills, Juanita opens Tesseract 
and is greeted with a large, constantly evolving database of record-
ings that she can consume, each labelled by designers profcient in 
diferent styles. Wanting to learn the Asian Zen style, she places 
a Tatami mat in the search cube and performs object search (Fig-
ure 3C, left). Tesseract returns all the moments that contain the 
Tatami mat across recordings. She watches some of these moments 
and realizes that most designers start with the foor and work their 
way upwards, adding low furniture with simple colors. She adds a 
few pieces of similar furniture and performs viewpoint search with 
virtual recorded viewpoints looking at the design (Figure 3C, mid-
dle). From the retrieved moments, she learns that designers usually 
teleport and look at the layout from diferent angles to ensure the 
design is harmonious and balanced from diferent viewpoints to 
achieve a sense of tranquility. Juanita jumps into one recording that 
clearly shows the positions in the room where perspectives matter 
the most (Figure 3C, right). She watches it back in 1:1 scale and 
gains a strong understanding of the workfow that can be used to 
achieve this style. 

6 IMPLEMENTATION 
We built an application to illustrate how Tesseract can be used to 
query spatial design recordings contextualized in interior design. 
The application includes a database of 3D models ranging from 

kitchen appliances to living room furniture. The models represent 
the object component of spatial design recordings. The application 
supports features such as the addition, deletion, and arrangement of 
objects. All objects have pre-defned searchable tags such as “stove” 
or “cabinet” to support variations of the same object (by style or 
color). Tags are also used to support the comparison of objects when 
querying (such as when using object search). The application was 
used to create spatial design recordings that participants queried 
when trying out Tesseract. 

Spatial design recordings are created by combining data gener-
ated during application use in the form of JSON fles, raw audio fles, 
and transcripts of these audio fles (using Amazon Transcribe [66]). 
The JSON fles contain movement information about recorded peo-
ple and objects, as well as in-application events (such as adding or 
deleting an object). The VR-based Search Cube interface is imple-
mented in Unity and runs on the Oculus Quest 2 headset. Users can 
navigate the virtual environment and interact with objects using 
VR controllers. Pressing a button toggles the search cube’s visibility. 
A toolbar underneath the search cube allows users to access vari-
ous querying tools and features that Tesseract supports including 
viewpoint search, proximity search, and voice search, copying the 
current virtual environment into the search cube, performing a 
query, toggling query results, browsing individual query results 
and pages of results (after query results populate), and clearing the 
cube (Figure 4, Right). 

The four proposed querying tools were implemented within the 
interior design application. To enable object search, users can add 
objects from an inventory or the current environment by pointing 
and selecting objects with the trigger button. Positioning the pointer 
inside the search cube drops the selected objects, which can then 
be re-positioned with the pointer, rotated using the thumbstick, 
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Figure 5: An overview of the spatial design recordings created to help evaluate Tesseract where: (1) is a 14-minutes long 
recording capturing a designer initially working alone who is later joined by a second senior designer to discuss and review the 
design; and (2) is a 12-minutes long recording portraying a designer working in a think-aloud fashion to explain their design 
rationale while designing a kitchen for a client with accessibility requirements. 

or deleted using a button. Users can press a button to reveal a 
drop down menu to control the object’s weights. Pressing this 
button also visually populates object-object relationships that were 
automatically detected (Figure 4.1). To trigger proximity search, 
users press the proximity search button to reveal the selection disk 
(plus UI) and place it in the cube, using buttons to adjust its size 
(Figure 4.2). To trigger viewpoint search, users press the viewpoint 
search button, revealing a UI element. Then they can press buttons 
to add a recorded viewpoint or frame to include people and their 
movement in the environment (Figure 4.3 camera and frame button). 
They can reposition a viewpoint with the pointer and rotate it using 
the thumbstick. Lastly, users can press a button on the toolbar to 
activate voice search, revealing a live transcription above the search 
cube (Figure 4.4). Voice queries are translated to text using the 
Microsoft Cognitive Services Speech SDK [47]. 

Results retrieved from queries are called spatial clips with a 
fxed length of 15 seconds. The results are sorted by the order 
in which they appear in a recording. They are visualized using 
WiMs arranged a radial layout around the search cube (Figure 4.6). 
Four spatial clips are displayed at a time (a system parameter). 
Retrieved clips have a minimum similarity score threshold of 0.5 
(a system parameter). Spatial clips are ranked by their similarity 
score and visualized using a number and color to indicate the score, 
from green (high = 1) to red (low = 0.5). Spatial clips also reveal a 
timestamp, a scrubber, and UI buttons. Users can toggle between 
the populated spatial clips using the rotation buttons or reveal a 
new page of spatial clips using the arrow buttons. They can jump 

into a spatial clip (with the door button above it) to reveal it in 1:1 
scale and explore it further. 

7 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION 
We conducted a preliminary evaluation with 10 participants to 
understand how they use Tesseract to stage queries when spatial 
design recordings are available. The goals of the evaluation were to: 
(1) understand their usage and perceptions of each querying tool, (2) 
observe how they combine the querying tools, and (3) explore the 
benefts and drawbacks of the WiM-based Search Cube interface. 

7.1 Reference Spatial Design Recordings 
Two spatial design recordings were created using the prototyped in-
terior design application (Figure 5). Each recording portrays scenar-
ios of interior designers working on the design of a virtual kitchen 
by combining knowledge about kitchen design guidelines [51] and 
clients’ requirements. Each virtual kitchen was furnished by design-
ers using furniture such as chairs, cabinets, and kitchen appliances 
such as stovetops and dishwashers. The frst recording (14 minutes 
long) captures a designer initially working alone who is later joined 
by a second senior designer (Figure 5.1). The second recording (12 
minutes long) features a designer working in a think-aloud fashion 
to explain their design rationale in designing a kitchen with acces-
sibility requirements in mind (Figure 5.2). Both recordings contain 
data about objects, people and interactions, including motion, logged 
events, conversations, and object manipulations. 
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7.2 Participants and Procedure 
We recruited ten participants (8 male, 2 female) aged 22 to 38 (Mean: 
29.3, Median: 27.5) through research networks (XRDRN [72]) and 
Reddit forum posts [59]. Participants varied in their experience 
using VR devices (Intermediate - 3/10, Profcient - 6/10, and Ex-
pert - 1/10). They received a $50 Amazon gift card after the study. 
Participants completed the study remotely using their own VR 
headsets (Oculus Quest 2) while the experimenter observed them 
through a recorded audio call. Participants completed a consent 
form prior to the study. Then, Tesseract was introduced through a 
series of application-embedded video tutorials. Participants were 
shown short target video clips (up to thirty fve seconds long) from 
the previously created spatial design recordings and tasked to fnd 
it by staging queries using Tesseract’s querying tools. Participants 
were provided 5 minutes to fnd the correct clip for each task. They 
were encouraged to think-aloud and asked to skip a task if they 
exceeded the 5 minute allotment. 

We provided target clips for participants to fnd to ensure that 
they had the same search goal so that we could observe the varia-
tions in how they use the querying tools. Seven target clips were 
chosen based on scenarios where querying design activities can be 
useful involving: understanding design rationale (4), refecting on 
designs (2), and learning new workfows (1). Two target clips assess 
object search—the frst to test manipulating objects into the search 
cube and another to assess weights and relationships, one clip as-
sesses proximity search, two clips evaluate viewpoint search—one to 
assess multiple recorded viewpoints and another to assess multiple 
frames, and one clip assesses voice search. The tasks are evaluated 
in sequence as the querying tools build on top of each other; for 
instance viewpoint search relies on knowing how to manipulate 
objects in the search cube. After individually trying each tool, par-
ticipants were tasked with fnding a target clip where any querying 
tool or combination was viable. After trying all the querying tools, 
participants completed a post-study questionnaire and provided 
thoughts on the Search Cube interface and querying tools. The 
evaluation lasted between 75 to 90 minutes. 

7.3 Study Tasks 
Participants completed 7 querying tasks in which they were asked 
to fnd a target clip (Figure 6). 

Object search task 1: The designer is trying to fnd an appro-
priate location to place a two-door refrigerator. 

Object search task 2: The designer is adding island countertops 
and bar stools and ensuring that there is adequate knee space. 

Proximity search task: The designer adds a stove and wants 
to ensure clearance to the nearby countertops. 

Viewpoint search task 1: One designer requests another de-
signer to help them add cabinets to the left corner of the kitchen. 

Viewpoint search task 2: The designer inspects the kitchen by 
simulating a wheelchair user to identify accessibility issues. 

Voice search task: One designer identifes that the other de-
signer has placed the refrigerator in the wrong location and violates 
the kitchen triangle rule in interior design. They ask them to move 
it to a new location. 

Freeform search task: The designer adds two small counters to 
either side of the stovetop. After adding the counters, the designer 

realizes that there is not enough landing area for the stove and 
replaces the counters with larger counters. 

8 RESULTS 
All participants completed the object search task within 5 minutes. 
9/10 participants completed each proximity search task, viewpoint 
search task, voice search task and freeform search task within 5 
minutes. A visual representation of participants’ staged queries 
per task (complete and incomplete) is shown in Figure 6. Overall, 
participants placed objects at positions consistent with the target 
clip with minor variations. In the frst object search task (Figure 6A), 
all participants staged a fridge and a kitchen island counter, 6/10 
participants staged a bar stool, 4/10 participants included a second 
kitchen island counter, and 2/10 included a second bar stool. 2/10 
participants placed one counter and 1/10 placed more counters. In 
the second object search task (Figure 6B), all participants staged one 
kitchen island counter and bar stool each. 9/10 included a second 
set and 1/10 further added a third island counter. 2/10 participants 
added three counters and 1/10 participants added more counters. 

In the proximity search task, the positions and sizes of the se-
lection disks placed by participants varied (Figure 6C). In the frst 
viewpoint search task, 7/10 participants staged two recorded view-
points representing two recorded designers and the remaining (3/10) 
staged one recorded viewpoint representing one designer moving 
by using two frames (Figure 6D). In the second viewpoint search 
task, 8/10 participants staged three frames and the rest (2/10) staged 
two frames with locations and orientations varying each other (Fig-
ure 6E). In the voice search task (Figure 6F), 6/10 participants used 
the word “problem”and 5/10 used the word “triangle”, which are 
the exact words that appeared in the recorded conversation in the 
target clip. 3/10 participants used “move the fridge” to refer to the 
recorded event of moving the fridge. In the freeform search task 
(Figure 6G), 8/10 participants used object search by placing a stove 
(8/10), one counter (3/10), two counters (2/10), a sink (3/10), and a 
fridge (4/10). The combinations used were object-only (2), object + 
proximity (2), voice-only (1), object + voice (1), object + viewpoint (1), 
object + proximity + voice (1), and all-combined (1). 

8.1 User Feedback on Querying Tools 
Participants were positive about the four querying tools in terms 
of ease of learning, ease of use, efciency, results matching expec-
tations, and overall experience (Figure 7). 

Object search was well rated among the querying tools. Partic-
ipants found it intuitive to use object search: “I defnitely felt like 
searching for objects, excluding some, putting some as high impor-
tance and fnding a relationship felt very intuitive. I mean, we’re used 
to that.” (P2). While the search results mostly matched participants’ 
expectations (Figure 7D), the tool’s performance is tied to the choice 
of objects and their placement in the search cube: “I don’t know if 
I was lucky, but if you choose the right objects it will be quick but I 
can see that going either way. Even if you chose objects you thought 
were relevant maybe the clip you thought was going to pop up did 
not.” (P7). 

Proximity search was well liked due to “the ease of specifying 
where the recorded person was located in the scene” (P8). A few 
participants (3/10) felt it was less efcient to use (Figure 7C) and 
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Figure 6: Target clips (Top) and aggregated results of participants’ search cubes (Bottom) per task in the evaluation. (Bottom) 
Results showing an aggregate of the components selected by participants when staging queries. (A) Object search task 1 and 
(B) Object search task 2: counts of objects added by participants ; (C) Proximity search task: positions of the selection disk 
placed by participants; (D) Viewpoint search task 1: 7/10 participants used multiple recorded viewpoints denoting two recorded 
people, and 3/10 participants used one recorded person over multiple frames (denoted by the blue line); (E) Viewpoint search 
task 2: placement of 3 frames (8/10 participants) or 2 frames (2/10 participants) for a single recorded viewpoint; (F) Voice search 
task: commonly used words (denoted by size) during participants’ queries; (G) Freeform search task: aggregate of the counts of 
objects added (object search), selection disk positions (proximity search), placements and angles of recorded viewpoints (viewpoint 
search) and commonly used words denoted by size (voice search) in participants queries. 

felt that they had a poor understanding of how it worked: “In my 
mind, when I dropped a circle on the ground, I was expecting that the 
video would probably directly go to that moment. But that did not 
happen.” (P1). 

Viewpoint Search was well liked by most participants: “With 
viewpoint search, you can say, in this clip the recorded person is in 
this orientation.” (P7). While most participants found it efcient 
to use (Figure 7C), 3/10 participants found it sometimes difcult 
to precisely manipulate the viewpoint within the search cube. P5 
remarked that viewpoint search required two steps to perform a 
query (adding objects to the cube and adding a recorded viewpoint). 

Voice Search was received most positively since it was easy to 
use (Figure 7B). P1 stated: “It felt natural because I was listening 
to audio, so it made sense to trigger keywords or say a sentence”. 
While most participants found it easy to learn (Figure 7A), some 

participants (3/10) found it difcult to understand how it worked: 
“I was not sure what it was searching for. So, it was a bit opaque to me. 
I could not tell if it looked for all the words or some and if it found 
them eventually.” (P2). 

8.2 Feedback on the WiM-based Search Cube 
Participants found it intuitive to stage a query using the WiM-based 
search cube: “I liked how that worked...getting a bird’s-eye view of 
the entire scene and being able to break down what you’re looking 
for.” (P6). While WiMs could make it more intuitive to stage queries, 
participants stated that manipulating small objects in WiMs can be 
a challenge: “It is a great way to perform (queries) in VR. But, it is 
also very hard to manipulate objects in VR” (P5). 3/10 participants 
found it cumbersome to manipulate a recorded viewpoint inside 
the search cube when using viewpoint search. 
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Figure 7: 7-point Likert scale responses to participants’ perception of the four proposed querying tools in terms of (A) ease of 
learning, (B) ease of use, (C) efciency, (D) results matching expectations, and (E) overall experience. 

9 DISCUSSION 
From the evaluation results, we discuss the high level usage patterns 
that participants exhibited while trying Tesseract. We also revisit 
the extent to which Tesseract meets the design goals that drove its 
development. We then discuss how future querying tools can build 
on Tesseract’s strengths and weaknesses. 

9.1 Tesseract Querying Patterns 
We observed and summarize interesting usage patterns that par-
ticipants exhibited while completing the search tasks. Particularly, 
we were interested in understanding how participants expressed 
their search intent using the querying tools, including what objects 
they used, how they arranged them, and their workfows to fnd a 
target clip. 

In-Focus vs Peripheral Objects: Most participants included 
objects that were in focus of the recorded designers (that they were 
interacting with). For example, all participants added a fridge and 
bar stool in object search task 1 (Figure 6A) and a bar stool plus 
island counter in object search task 2 where the recorded designer 
placed the corresponding objects (Figure 6B). In the freeform search 
task where the recorded designer measured the distance to the stove 
(Figure 6G), 8/10 participants included a stove. However, partici-
pants also included peripheral objects not mentioned or interacted 
with. For instance, the island counter in object search task 1 and 
the fridge in the freeform search task were not interacted with, but 
5/10 participants who used object search in the freeform search 
task and all participants (10/10) in object search task 1 included 
these objects in their queries. An explanation is these objects may 
serve as spatial anchors that help describe the moment to be found. 
If in-focus objects represent the activity, then peripheral objects 
represent the context. Both object types contribute in fnding the 
desired moment from the recordings. Hence, we suggest that future 
querying tools account for objects belonging to both the design 
activity and spatial context more explicitly. 

Precise vs Coarse Querying: We found that 1/10 participants 
replicated the exact layout in the target clip, but most participants 
(9/10) created partial layouts which typically included three or four 
objects even when the target clip contained more (Figure 6A, B and 
G). Participants appeared to add more objects only if their initial 
query did not yield the correct clip. However, when placing the 
objects, most participants (9/10) tended to be precise in defning 

their relationships (e.g., two objects across from each other). A sim-
ilar trend was observed when they placed recorded viewpoints in 
the viewpoint search tasks and the selection disks in the proximity 
search task. Overall, they tended to be coarse when selecting the 
number of objects to include, and precise in their placement of these 
objects in the search cube. 

Iterative Query Refnement: We observed that participants 
often employed the strategy of iterative querying—they refned 
their queries based on the search results, sometimes by swapping 
querying tools. For instance, in the freeform search task (Figure 6G), 
P4 began with a simple voice search but was not able to locate the 
correct clip since this phrase was too common. They refned their 
query by adding appliances (object search) and a recorded viewpoint 
looking at one of the appliances (viewpoint search), which revealed 
the correct clip. This is similar to 2D text-based search, where users 
rephrase their query or change keywords when they do not fnd the 
desired result. Our proposed querying tools ofer diferent ways for 
users to express their search intent and can be used in an iterative 
manner to refne search results through multiple queries. 

Browsing Search Results vs Running New Queries: After 
performing a query, on average, one half of the participants (5/10) 
re-ran their query if the target clip was not visible on the frst 
page while the other half (5/10) browsed several pages and only 
updated their query after failing to fnd the target clip; past work 
on web search suggests people tend to stop after viewing the frst 
ten search results [31]. Participants commented that they used the 
search rank and color next to each spatial clip to gauge whether to 
keep browsing results: “I think I did prefer to just browse the results 
because a lot of the time it was like...all of the results were green 
(good), so I just kind of wanted to keep going.” (P7). 

Participants’ usage patterns suggest that spatial querying tools 
should provide fexibility and speed in searching. Tesseract is de-
signed around this philosophy—users can quickly update their 
queries using the search cube and switch between or combine 
querying tools. The search results, radially presented as spatial 
clips with metadata (such as rank and result quality), also assist the 
quick exploration and comparison of results: “I noticed that in every 
search, I looked at all four videos (spatial clips) on the screen and I 
evaluated them relative to each other.” (P6). 
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9.2 Revisiting Design Goals 
We aimed to fulfll three design goals when designing and imple-
menting Tesseract. Overall, we found that Tesseract meets these 
goals, and provides an expressive querying interface for users to 
search spatial design recordings. Here, we revisit the design goals 
to discuss the opportunities and challenges for designing future 
querying tools. 

DG1. Provide a Centralized Space to Form Queries: The 
Search Cube interface provides a centralized container through 
which users can specify what they wish to search for. Since it is rep-
resented as a WiM, it takes up minimal visual real estate and does 
not disrupt the user’s current workfow. Designers can run spatial 
design applications in VR and bring up the Search Cube interface to 
search for workfows and inspirations from past recordings. Consis-
tent with prior work [33], the WiM-based approach was found to 
be efcient: “I think the miniatures are much better than one-to-one 
scale because in miniatures you can more precisely judge the relations 
between items. To construct this sort of spatial query in one-to-one 
scale is quite challenging.” (P8). Most participants (7/10) echoed that 
having a centralized search cube provided them a good overview 
of the query being staged, providing support that this design goal 
is met. However, despite the positive feedback, a challenge with 
the WiM-based approach is that placing small objects precisely 
can be hard with VR controllers, which are designed for life-scale 
interactions. We expect this problem to be alleviated as VR input 
modalities based on hand and object tracking improve over time. 

DG2. Provide Expressive Querying Tools to Convey Search 
Intent: Tesseract provides four querying tools for users to express 
their search intent. In the freeform task, participants used diferent 
querying tools (or combinations) and were able to fnd the target 
clip. Participants expressed that having many querying tools al-
lowed them to pick the one (or combination) that best matched 
their needs: “When you’re trying to learn something from a video or 
VR...people could feel that something is more memorable than others 
at diferent points. So sometimes we might need to use object proxim-
ity. Sometimes we might want to use voice if there was conversation 
instead. So I think providing diferent options like this was a very 
good idea.” (P9). The proposed querying tools can increase user 
expressivity and support the retrieval of spatiotemporal data across 
diferent scenarios of design activities (refection, learning work-
fows, and understanding design rationale) as participants showed 
by retrieving these clips in the evaluation. In some cases, such as 
with voice search, queries can be highly expressive (through natu-
ral language) but also vague when used alone. For example, one 
participant in the freeform search task (Figure 6G) used an inaccu-
rate word “island” when referring to a kitchen counter (Figure 6G). 
Another participant used the term “stove side” when referring to 
a direction from the fridge to the stove in the voice search task 
(Figure 6F). Combining voice search with other querying tools (such 
as object search) can reduce ambiguity by letting users place objects 
and express complex relationships between them. Taken together, 
the proposed querying tools can increase user expressivity but also 
lead to challenges for the system as it needs to accurately detect 
their search intent. Future work can further explore how query-
ing tools can be combined to retrieve moments in diferent design 
scenarios. 

DG3. Support the Retrieval of Moments with Diferent Data 
Types: The proposed querying tools were well received by par-
ticipants and provide a clear mapping between their input afor-
dances and the underlying data retrieved, achieving a good expres-
sive match [54]. For instance, object search lets users defne complex 
layouts where 3D models have specifc weights and object-object 
relationships. Similarly, proximity search allows users to position 
recorded users next to objects or layouts of objects which happens 
frequently during design activities. Despite this, we acknowledge 
that the mapping between the proposed querying tools and the un-
derlying data can be further strengthened. For instance, viewpoint 
search in its current state only allows for the discrete placement of 
recorded viewpoints to describe what recorded designers saw, but 
does not support scenarios where there are continuous changes 
in their movement over a short period. Future work can integrate 
viewpoint search with existing sketch-based querying interfaces [9] 
to support querying human movement with complex trajectories. 
For object search, there are also other object-object relationships 
that can be used to describe complex layouts of objects (e.g., objects 
on-top of or inside each other) which future work can support. 

9.3 Limitations and Future Work 
Despite the promise of Tesseract and the associated querying tools, 
there are some limitations. These challenges are more evident with 
scale such as when the dataset includes many recordings. The 
challenges include: (1) the ability of the underlying heuristics to 
capture the nuances of the user’s search intent, (2) how quickly 
results can be retrieved, and (3) how pertinent search results can 
be visualized. 

Though participants found that the querying tools mostly gave 
them accurate results after staging a query, the underlying heuris-
tics were simple. Since we used relative positions between objects 
with a pre-defned forward direction, objects with an arbitrary for-
ward direction such as a symmetric vase are not handled. Applying 
existing graph kernel-based approaches [15, 16] can improve the 
heuristics and help to deal with more complex scenes. Since Tesser-
act’s focus is on retrieving designer activities in spatial recordings, 
leveraging interior design guidelines in addition to the current 
heuristics could be benefcial; for instance recognizing whether a 
layout achieves visual balance or supports conversation through 
the way the seating is arranged [46] could produce fewer but more 
targeted search results. Further, moving towards recognizing con-
tinuous movements and viewpoint changes of designers rather than 
the current approach where viewpoints are considered discretely 
could also increase search accuracy. Pre-processing to prepare fea-
ture vectors of the recordings a priori [30, 32] rather than querying 
frame-by-frame could enable faster retrieval of search results. Lastly, 
instead of hand-crafted heuristics, data-driven methods that lever-
age deep learning could also be pursued to aid searching. In the 
current implementation, four spatial clips represent one “page” of 
search results (akin to a Google search) so if there are many relevant 
search results, the user needs to browse many pages. To circumvent 
this, through iterative querying, the user can refne their search 
intent until the most relevant results appear, reducing the need 
to browse many pages. However, it would be interesting explore 
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alternative visualizations to visualize a larger number of relevant 
results instead of four results as in the current prototype. 

In the preliminary evaluation participants were given target clips 
to search for and in most cases (except the freeform search task) 
the querying tool to employ. However, real world scenarios could 
involve more freeform usage of the search cube. This would also 
enhance our understanding of which querying tools work best in 
combination (though we included a freeform search task). Although 
the current mapping between the querying tools and data is strong 
(DG3), there is much more data in spatial design recordings that 
could be exploited to support querying each component: objects 
can be expanded to include other assets beyond 3D models (such as 
colors, textures, or animations), data about people can include their 
non-verbal cues such as posture and gestures, and more tool inter-
actions can be supported. In addition to incorporating other sources 
of data, the querying tools can also be enhanced. For instance, prox-
imity search currently does not consider remote interactions such 
as when users teleport or when they use raycasts to move objects 
around (though these events can be queried through voice search). 
Hence, future renditions of the proximity search could support 
querying remote interactions with layouts rather than expecting 
users to be in physical proximity to objects. 

We have demonstrated the WiM-based search cube to be an 
efective approach to fnd interior design activities in past spatial 
design recordings. However, spatial design also encompasses other 
domains such as architecture [2] and automotive design [52]. We 
think Tesseract could reasonably scale to these domains given their 
similarities such as the presence of multiple users, their movements, 
conversations and events logged while using the design software. 
However, there are some diferences such as the scale of the objects 
being manipulated and the design environment. For instance, de-
signing an entire city block occurs at a larger physical scale than 
designing a kitchen which the current Search Cube interface does 
not support. However, it could be easily extended to let users toggle 
the levels of detail of the search cube to aid staging. Future work is 
required to explore how Tesseract can support querying the more 
general class of virtual capture spatial recordings. 

10 CONCLUSION 
New VR tools have unlocked the potential of collaborative spatial 
design which can be captured as multimodal spatial design record-
ings and later re-watched. We have presented Tesseract, a novel 
system that enables users to retrieve moments in past design activ-
ities using a Worlds-in-Miniature-based Search Cube interface and 
four querying tools. The results of a preliminary evaluation show 
that participants found Tesseract easy to use and were able to stage 
queries and retrieve moments from past design activities. We hope 
that Tesseract inspires future work into building querying tools for 
spatial design recordings as well as spatial recordings. 
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